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Abstract

Background and Aims
Biochar amendment to soil is a promising practice of enhancing productivity of agricultural systems. The positive effects on crops are often attributed to a promotion of beneficial soil microorganisms while suppressing pathogens. This study aims to determine the influence of biochar feedstock on (i) spontaneous and fungi inoculated microbial colonisation of biochar particles and (ii) physical pore space characteristics of native and fungi colonised biochar particles which impact microbial habitat quality.

Methods
Pyrolytic biochars from mixed woods and Miscanthus were investigated towards spontaneous colonisation by classical microbiological isolation, phylogenetic identification of bacterial and fungal strains, and microbial respiration analysis. Physical pore space characteristics of biochar particles were determined by X-ray µ-CT. Subsequent 3D image analysis included porosity, surface area, connectivities, and pore size distribution.

Results
Microorganisms isolated from Wood biochar were more abundant and proliferated faster than those from the Miscanthus biochar. All isolated bacteria belonged to gram-positive bacteria and were feedstock specific. Respiration analysis revealed higher microbial activity for Wood biochar after water and substrate amendment while basal respiration was on the same low level for both biochars. Differences in porosity and physical surface area were detected only in interaction with biochar-specific colonisation. Miscanthus biochar was shown to have higher connectivity values in surface, volume and transmission than Wood biochars as well as larger pores as observed by pore size distribution. Differences in physical properties between colonised and non-colonised particles were larger in Miscanthus biochar than in Wood biochar.

Conclusions

Colonisation was more vigorous in Wood biochar than in Miscanthus biochar, even when our findings from physical pore space analysis suggest better habitat quality in Miscanthus biochar than in Wood biochar. We conclude that (i) the selected feedstocks display large differences in microbial habitat quality as well as in physical pore space characteristics and (ii) the physical description of biochars alone does not suffice for the reliable prediction of microbial habitat quality. Thus we recommend that physical and surface chemical data should be linked for this purpose.

Introduction

Biochar is considered a promising means both to sequester carbon from the atmosphere and improve soil fertility (Lehmann et al. 2011). The latter is thought to be achieved by changes in soil physico-chemical properties such as pH, cation exchange capacity, and water holding capacity. In addition, recent evidence has indicated that biochar may also impact on soil microbial community structure and function (Ennis et al. 2000; Pietikäinen et al. 2000;
Quilliam et al. 2012; Weber et al. 1978). The notably large number of recent studies investigating biochar – (micro)organisms interactions, i.e. microbial responses to biochar as a soil amendment, reflects the relevance of the topic for the scientific community, but also for a climate-neutral agriculture (EBC 2012; Ennis et al. 2012; Jaafar et al. 2014; Quilliam et al. 2013). However, contradicting results have been found regarding biochars’ direct impact on soil microbial communities, indicating a high specificity of every biochar and great heterogeneity within defined biochar samples in terms of physico-chemical properties influencing microbial colonisation.

The enormous diversity of feedstocks and technologies currently available for carbonisation leads to highly diverse products that vary in chemical (composition and content of elements) and physical properties (e.g. pore geometry) as well as in functions (hydrophobicity, sorption of nutrients and contaminants; Budai et al. 2014; Morales et al. 2015; Naisse et al. 2013; Riedel et al. 2014; Wiedner et al. 2013). For example, pyrolytic biochars derived from C-rich plant material under a high temperature and long processing time display a higher degree of condensation leading to greater sorption of ions in aqueous solution and possibly greater recalcitrance to decomposition processes, as compared to chars derived from animal waste at lower temperatures (Luo et al. 2013; Marchal et al. 2013; Nguyen et al. 2008).

Physical pore space characteristics and pore geometries determine the availability and accessibility of pore space habitable to microorganisms and are important parameters influencing whether a piece of biochar is subject to autochthonous colonisation processes or not (Ascough et al. 2010; Bird et al. 2008; Hattori 1988; Jaafar et al. 2014; Quilliam et al. 2013). The link between physical pore space characteristics and microbial habitat quality is given by the shape of habitat functionality as a result of porosity, physical surface area and connectivities. Whether the pores of a particle are filled with water or gaseous phase and whether water, gas, and nutrient flux between the pores occurs is key to microbial habitat quality and shaped by the investigated parameters (Spoering & Lewis 2001; Thormann et al.)
Moreover, the pore size distribution (PSD) describes which pore space is actually accessible to soil life due to size limitations (Hattori, 1988). As many microorganisms show movement which is passive by water flow rather than active motility, spread along particle surfaces is considered a major means of movement, rendering pore space characteristics such as surface or directional connectivity more meaningful to microbial colonisation than bulk parameters like porosity or physical surface area (Spoering & Lewis 2001). While surface and volume connectivity have a high relevance for microbial colonisation and interaction within the pore volume, directional connectivity characterises the accessibility of pores to entering organisms and matter fluxes in the solution, which is essential for nutrient provision to plants (Young et al. 2008).

There is broad agreement that fungal hyphae can access biochar for habitat (Ascough et al. 2010; Jaafar et al. 2014), but it is yet uncertain whether organic compounds leaching from biochars provide possible substrates both to fungi and bacteria (Koide et al. 2011). Many biochar-related studies address microbial activity and report observed effects to be a result of biochar amendment (Ennis et al. 2012; Gomez et al. 2014; Jones et al. 2011; Luo et al. 2011; Quilliam et al. 2012; Yanai et al. 2007). Most studies target functions of soil ecosystems such as C mineralisation and denitrification and related bulk parameters (trace gas evolution) are often recorded (Ameloot et al. 2013; Cayuela et al. 2013; Jones et al. 2011; Luo et al. 2011; Yanai et al. 2007). Hence, there is a gap of knowledge in mechanistically linking effects such as substrate utilisation by soil microorganisms to their actual sources and only few studies systematically target specific microorganisms, either by direct observation using microscopy or by group-specific biomarkers (Ascough et al. 2010; Jaafar et al. 2014; Pietikäinen et al. 2000; Quilliam et al. 2013; Weber et al. 1978).

Recent studies acknowledged that the diversity of soils, biochars, and autochthonous microbial communities used in studies on the subject makes it difficult to derive patterns of biochar effects both on soil properties and on soil biota (Baveye, 2014; Lehmann et al. 2011).
Therefore, it is necessary to start off with physical key properties such as porosity and its geometry for analysis and subsequently increase the level of complexity for maintaining a clear view while producing comprehensive mechanistic ideas. While surface chemical properties are certainly of importance (Kim et al. 2012; Kinney et al. 2012; Luo et al. 2013), this work exclusively focuses on physical pore space characteristics in biochars of different feedstocks and hence implications for microbial habitat quality. 

We here address physical properties of two pyrolytic biochars from different feedstocks and their potential impact on microbial colonisation. We investigated spontaneous microbial colonisation as well as a fungal inoculation on each type of biochar, and used X-ray µ-CT 3D reconstructions of biochar particles as a basis for analysis of aforementioned physical properties. As biochar is a highly heterogeneous material (Bucheli et al. 2014), µ-CT offers the possibility to investigate and quantify habitat heterogeneity of believed highly defined chars, thus avoiding possibly contradicting results for the behaviour of small and very specific batches of biochar. However, in X-ray µ-CT there is a general trade-off between scan resolution and quality which can hamper subsequent scan analyses especially in samples rich in low density materials such as compost or biochar (Quin et al. 2014; Baveye et al. 2010).

We expect the biochars of two different feedstocks to be different in pore geometry for all investigated parameters. Since fungal inoculation enters biochars’ pores, it is assumed that porosities would be reduced but analysed surface and directional connectivities would be increased due to the establishment of pathways via fungal growth.

Materials and methods

Biochars and treatments

Chars representing different feedstocks and being commonly applied as soil amendments were used in order to account for differences in the investigated properties. Commercial
biochars from mixed deciduous and coniferous woods (W; Schottdorf, Romania) and

*Miscanthus* (M; delinat, Switzerland) chips were purchased and shipped in sealed big-bags
directly after production to the University of Bremen where they were stored for 3 years in a
dry shed under outdoor temperature conditions. Both biochars are of pyrolytic origin and
highest treatment temperature was 700°C. Particles of 5 – 15 mm in size and of different
shapes were hand-sorted (at least 100 per biochar) in order to ensure proper handling and
preparation for subsequent analyses. An equivalent set of biochar particles (> 50 pieces per
biochar) was selected and subjected to fungal colonisation by *Agaricus bisporus*. Biochar
pieces were soaked with sterile mushroom substrate solution and inoculated with sterile
*Agaricus bisporus* grain spawn (Pilzland Vertriebs GmbH, Germany) for six weeks (pers.
comm. D. Grimm). Thus four treatments were defined which are differentiated by the factors
of native (non-inoculated) biochars (Mn, Wn) and fungal colonised (Mf, Wf) for both
feedstocks. All biochar samples were stored air dried with water contents of 3.6, 6.8, 2.4, and
4.9 % for Mn, Wn, Mf, and Wf respectively (gravimetric water content; determination based
on 25 pieces each).

**Microbiological analyses**

A total of 60 pieces of each native biochar (Mn, Wn) were placed on sterile peptone-meat-
glucose (PMG) agar plates with three pieces per plate and incubated at 28°C in the dark for 72
h. Presence or absence of colonies were recorded for each biochar particle and documented in
photographs. Selected strains were isolated to single pure colonies, transferred to liquid
medium and incubated overnight for bacteria and one week for fungi at 22°C in the dark on
an orbital shaker with 125 rpm.

An extraction of DNA from biochars directly resulted in insufficient yields and purity for
subsequent PCR-analyses. This has also been reported for biochar amended soils and charcoal
(Gani et al. 1999; Leite et al. 2014). Therefore bacterial DNA was extracted from isolates and
16S rRNA genes were amplified via PCR using universal bacterial primers Gm5F (with GC
clamp) and 907r (Muyzer et al. 1995). Fungal strains were selected by colony morphology
and corresponding 18S rRNA genes were PCR amplified using the NS1 and EF3 primers
(Hoshino & Morimoto 2008). PCR fragments were separated by denaturing gradient gel
electrophoresis (DGGE) and selected bands in the fingerprints were purified and reamplified
for subsequent Sanger sequencing (LGC Genomics, Germany; details are given as
supplementary information). Obtained bacterial sequences were subjected to NCBI BLAST
(Altschul et al. 1990) and best hits were aligned together with query sequences using the
MEGA 6.0 software (Tamura et al. 2013). Phylogeny was reconstructed using the Maximum
Likelihood analysis in MEGA (Tamura & Nei 1993) with Escherichia coli sequence as
outgroup for tree rooting. Fungal sequences were classified using the Sina Alignment service
of the SILVA database (Pruesse et al. 2012).

Respiration analyses of both native biochars (Mn, Wn) were done as a measure for native
microbial colonisation and activity. A set of 15 pieces of biochar (same selection criteria as
described above; approx. 500 mg) was selected per respiration treatment i.e. substrate induced
respiration after soaking pieces of biochar in glucose solution (500 µL, 30 mg L⁻¹), basal
respiration after soaking biochars in sterile water (500 µL), and biochars with their original
moisture (5.4 % and 8.9 % gravimetric water content for Miscanthus and Wood biochar
respectively). Samples were incubated at 22°C in air tight glass vials (20 mL, n = 5 per
treatment) and CO₂ was analysed in the headspace after 20 hours via gas chromatography
(FID with methanizer) and extrapolated to µmol CO₂ per day and dry weight of biochar.

X-ray µ-CT

X-ray µ-CT was performed using scanning facilities at the SIMBIOS Centre, Abertay
University Dundee, UK (HMX ST 225, Metris X-Tek, UK). A set of six air dried biochar
pieces were randomly selected per treatment (Mn, Wn, Mf, Wf) and fixed on the stage in the
CT scanner by double sided tape. Scan settings were optimised for parameters appropriate for both feedstocks and the subsequent analyses. Due to the low optical density of the material against X-rays, Miscanthus and Wood biochar particles were scanned at an energy of 55 kV and 50 kV respectively, a current of 190 µA, 1000 angular projections, and four frames per projection at a resolution of 5.67 µm per voxel. Radiographs were reconstructed into a three-dimensional volume using CT-Pro v.1.6 (NIKON Metrology, UK).

**Image processing and pore space analyses**

3D volume datasets were processed in VGStudio Max 2.0 (Volume Graphics, Germany) for grey-scale enhancement and exported as 2D 8-bit BMP image stacks. Regions of interest (ROI) were selected with ImageJ/Fiji software (Schindelin et al. 2012) and cropped to cubes of 128³ volumetric pixels (voxels) in order to ensure that their location is completely within the particle volume. Grey-scale image stacks were segmented into binary images using the fully automated Adaptive Window Indicated Kriging algorithm (Houston et al. 2013a). Porosity, surface area, and connectivities were calculated with in-house developed algorithms for Minkowski Functionals and connectivity analysis (Baveye et al. 2010; Hapca et al. 2013; Houston et al. 2013b). The latter was analysed as volume connectivity (VC) and surface connectivity (SC) describing the probability that two pore voxels or pore-solid interfaces are connected respectively. The directional connectivity (DirC) is a measure for the probability that two randomly chosen points on the opposite surface of the ROI cube are connected via pores.

For the pore size distribution (PSD) image stacks were processed using ImageJ/Fiji plugin „BoneJ“ (Doube et al. 2010) modified by A. Houston (SIMBIOS Centre, Abertay University Dundee). This plug-in calculates the PSD from local thickness maps using the Maximum Inscribed Balls method (Hildebrand & Ru 1997; Xie et al. 2006; Dougherty & Kunzelmann 2007; Liao 2014). A total of six particles per treatment and five individual ROIs per particle
were analysed (Figure 1). As the selected ROIs per particle are assumed to be independent of particle size and identity, a sample size of $n = 30$ ROIs was obtained for each of the four treatments.

Figure 1

**Statistical analyses**

All statistical tests were performed within the R environment (R core project 2013). Presence and absence data of emerged colonies were analysed using Welch’s two-sided t-test to determine significant differences in biochar feedstocks. Respiration data were sqrt transformed for normality and analysed with a multifactorial ANOVA followed by a Tukey HSD post-hoc test to analyse the effect of biochar feedstock and substrate addition on CO$_2$ production after 24 h. All data related to surface and volume properties were log transformed for normality and analysed with a multifactorial ANOVA followed by a Tukey HSD post-hoc test to analyse the effect of biochar feedstock and fungal colonisation on porosity, physical surface area, and connectivity. To investigate the effect of the different biochar treatments on PSD, a two-parameter gamma distribution model was fitted to the PSDs obtained for the biochar samples. The Non-Linear Mixed-Effect procedure in R (nmle package in R v.3.1.1) was used to fit the gamma distribution to the data and to investigate significant difference in the PSD model parameters estimated for the different treatments. Data were first grouped per sample, then the two factors, biochar type (with levels W and M) and fungal inoculation (with levels present-f and absent-n) were introduced in the model and investigated for significant main and interaction effects giving a total of four treatments with six replicates per treatment. The samples were introduced as random factor in the model.
Results

Microbiological analyses

Microbial growth from particles of both biochars was widely dominated by extensive mycelial formations. While colonies were emerging from 93.3 % of the Wood biochar particles, colonies emerged only from 30.0 % of the Miscanthus biochar particles (p < 0.001). Bacterial colonies from Wood biochar proliferated faster than colonies from Miscanthus biochar which emerged with delay (up to 72 hours). In average colonies emerged from Miscanthus biochar were 4.8 times smaller than from Wood biochar (45.1 ± 13.7 mm² and 216.9 ± 69.5 mm² respectively) after 72 hours incubation and were less diverse.

Sanger sequencing of isolates revealed 13 bacterial sequences of which five were isolated from cultures on Miscanthus biochar and eight from Wood biochar. All identified strains belong to the gram-positive bacteria with 12 strains clustering within the Bacillales order of Firmicutes (low-GC group) and one strain clustering within the Actinomycetales order of Actinobacteria (high-GC group). Identified strains were exclusively found on the same type of biochar, but no particular pattern of biochar-specific phylogenetic clustering was observed (Figure 2). Three fungal isolates from Wood biochar were identified via sequencing. Two of the sequences belong to the Ascomycota group of fungi and were identified as Penicillium and Coniochaeta and the third one and was identified as Mucor which belongs to the Zygomycota group of fungi.

For microbial respiration a significant interaction between both factors, biochar feedstock and substrate, was observed (p < 0.05, Figure 3). Least differences occurred between the two feedstocks for basal respiration of air dry samples. In Miscanthus biochar, water addition did not significantly alter CO₂ evolution and only glucose addition lead to a significant increase in
CO₂ production compared to the air dry stage. In Wood biochar respiration significantly increased following water saturation and subsequent glucose addition. No significant differences were observed for basal respirations between water saturated Miscanthus and dry Wood biochar or between substrate induced respiration of Miscanthus and water saturated basal respiration of Wood biochar.

Figure 3

X-ray µ-CT analyses
Applying optimised scan settings, we were able to resolve both biochars' physical structures and successfully applied automated thresholding methods enabling subsequent pore space analysis. Apart from pore space and biochar matrix, indications of fungal colonisation were resolved as a region of higher optical density ranging from the particle surface to the centre in sliced CT images (Figure 4A). Thresholded images of selected regions of interest (ROIs) revealed differences in shape and orientation of pores in 2D slices (Figure 4B) and 3D reconstructions thereof (Figure 4C).

No systematic effect of the biochar and fungal inoculation on porosity was found (p > 0.05, Figure 5). However, a significant interaction between the two factors was observed (p < 0.05). The post-hoc test revealed significant differences (p < 0.05) between both native biochars. For the treatments inoculated with fungi no significant differences were observed between the two biochars. In Wood biochar fungal inoculation showed a slight trend towards higher porosity (+ 1.6 %) and the porosity of Miscanthus biochar colonised with fungi was significantly decreased by 2.3 %.

Similar physical surface areas (PSA) were analysed for both biochars which was 144.6 µm² and 137.4 µm² per ROI cube (± 5.6 µm² and ± 7.7 µm², n = 30) for Miscanthus and Wood
biochar respectively (Figure 6). Concerning PSA, only fungal colonisation was found to exert a significant (p < 0.001) influence, diminishing PSA by approximately 20 % in both biochars.

Both biochar feedstock and fungal inoculation were found to be significant for all analysed types of connectivity and a significant interaction was found between the two factors (Figure 7). *Miscanthus* biochar displayed higher connectivities (0.16 for surface connectivity (SC) in Mn and 0.04 in Mf, 0.21 for volume connectivity (VC) in Mn and 0.05 in Mf, and 0.63 for directional connectivity (DirC) in Mn and 0.44 in Mf) than Wood biochar (0.05 for SC in Wn and Wf, 0.07 for VC in Wn and 0.06 in Wf, and 0.36 for DirC in Wn and 0.46 in Wf) regardless whether fungal inoculation was applied or not. However, fungal inoculation was significant only in *Miscanthus* biochar, but not in Wood biochar. Without fungal inoculation both types of biochar displayed different connectivity, which disappeared with fungal colonisation.

There was no significant difference in pore size distribution (PSD) between the two biochars alone (gamma parameters p > 0.05). However, a significant interaction was found between biochar type and fungal inoculation (scale parameter p < 0.05), indicating a biochar-specific effect of fungal colonisation on PSD. Only in Wood biochar fungal colonisation was found to be significant, with larger pores in colonised particles, while no significant difference between
native and fungi inoculated particles occurred in *Miscanthus* biochar (gamma parameters $p > 0.52$) (Figure 8).

Figure 8

Discussion

From a microbial perspective, pore space and pore surface properties of biochar are the main determinants for physical habitat quality as they represent the actual physical habitat. Especially the connectivities of pores are of importance as they determine the accessibility of pores to microorganisms and aqueous, nutrient containing solutions crucial to microbial life (Young et al. 2008).

With optimised scan settings for the X-ray μ-CT, reconstructed biochar structure could be visualised at a high resolution of 5.67 μm per voxel for two different, low density materials, i.e. Wood biochar and *Miscanthus* biochar particles. As a result of thresholding algorithm and pore space identification pores larger than the scan resolution are considered for further analyses. Consequently, only pores larger than two voxels (11.34 μm) are recognised in PSD calculation. As the smallest recorded pore diameter was 12.01 μm in Wood biochar and 12.46 μm in *Miscanthus* biochar, the micro- and nanopore fraction, which possibly represents a large portion of total porosity (up to <80%; Gray et al. 2014) is naturally omitted here.

However, our analyses are conducted on a scale relevant for the assessment of microbial habitat quality as many microorganisms have a diameter below the pore sizes detected in this study (Hattori 1988). Also, proliferation of fungal inoculates was concluded due to higher densities of biochars' matrix in the μ-CT scans. Fungal colonisation of pores was confirmed via scanning electron microscopy and appeared on the edges of biochar particles showing dense surface colonisation and access of exposed tube-like pores (supplementary information Figure S1). Due to the high similarity in optical density between biochar and the mycelium no
quantification of fungal biomass or habitat access was possible. Nevertheless, changes in
functional pore space characteristics between biochar colonised by fungi and native biochar
particles is indicative of extensive habitat access by the fungus.

Our microbiological approach of testing bacterial presence on the biochars' surface was
influenced by mycelial structures on the agar plates which proliferated much faster than
emerging bacterial colonies. However, fungal habitat potential of the two biochars is
accounted for by the indication of fungal hyphae in the biochar particles via X-ray µ-CT and
the related changes in pore space characteristics..

We did not find differences between Wood and Miscanthus biochar regarding porosity or
physical surface area as determinants of habitable space available for microbial colonisation.
However, the significant interactions between biochar and fungal inoculation throughout the
analyses indicate biochar-specific colonisation patterns. Moreover, differences between the
biochars were significant for the “functional” parameters of connectivities in surface, volume
and direction, and pore size distribution. Miscanthus biochar displayed higher connectivity
values and larger pores (by PSD) than Wood biochar. Furthermore, analysis of variance
showed that Wood biochar was more homogeneous than Miscanthus biochar, despite wood
itself being a much more heterogeneous material than grass fibres and its composition from
both deciduous and coniferous species. It is possible that wood has a higher thermo-
mechanical stability of macrostructure than Miscanthus, leading to more pyrolysis-induced
cracks in Miscanthus biochar and rendering the latter more heterogeneous (Pattanotai et al.
2014; Zhang et al. 2013b; Demirbas 2004). This was observed in exemplary tests via scanning
electron microscopy as well, where clear differences in surface and internal structure of the
investigated biochars could be shown (Figure 9).

Figure 9
With larger pores and higher connectivities, *Miscanthus* biochar would be expected to represent better habitat than Wood biochar. However, our results both from X-ray µ-CT and microorganism isolation suggest the contrary. The significant interaction between biochar and fungal colonisation in surface connectivity ($p = 0.007$) as well as in volume connectivity ($p = 0.009$) and PSD ($p < 0.05$) indicates biochar-specific proliferation of the fungal inoculate with better growth in Wood biochar than in *Miscanthus* biochar. These findings are in line with results from other studies describing intense wood biochar colonisation by saprophytic fungi (Ascough et al. 2010; Jaafar et al. 2014). Additional studies describe beneficial effects of wood derived biochar on saprophytic fungi to occur only after ≥ 60 days of soil incorporation (Gul et al. 2015). Microorganisms' preference of Wood biochar over *Miscanthus* biochar is supported by findings from our isolation experiment with almost all (94 %) Wood biochar particles shown to harbour bacteria, which was the case for less than a third (30 %) of all tested *Miscanthus* biochar particles.

We have no notion of studies addressing direct observation of microbial colonisation on *Miscanthus* biochar. However, as physical bulk parameters such as porosity and surface area were not different from Wood biochar, we suggest that surface chemical properties, such as hydrophobicity, functionality, and surface charge, exert a strong selective influence on microbial attachment on the biochar surface. Hydrophobicity is frequently observed in biochars produced at high temperatures and is a result of increased C condensation and, consequently, reduced surface functionality (Gray at al. 2014). It is known that hydrophobic / hydrophilic interactions strongly determine water adsorption to surfaces which in turn affects bacterial adhesion. Zhang et al. (2003a) showed that bacterial adhesion was reduced by using superhydrophobic surfaces. Similar mechanisms may apply for bacteria attached on biochar surfaces, but further research is needed to confirm that hydrophobicity is the main adverse agent of bacterial adhesion in *Miscanthus* biochars.
Naturally, our approach of placing biochar particles on agar plates and investigating emerging colonies is constraint by the limited contact surface (less than 50% of the particles’ surface) between the biochar particles and the medium. However, assuming all parts of a biochar particle have the same probability of exposure towards microbial colonisation, our partial insights can be regarded as representative for the entire biochar particles. Nevertheless, oligotrophic microorganisms are substantially neglected using a standard nutrient medium for cultivation as we did (Atlas 2010).

Remarkably, the vast majority of isolated bacteria belonged to the **Bacillales** order of **Firmicutes**, also known as the low-GC group of gram-positive bacteria. While hardly motile, this group is known to form biofilms of high cellular density and mechanical stability (Simões et al. 2007), sometimes even displaying mycelial structures as in the case of **Paenibacillus** (Willey et al. 2009). The results obtained in the respiration experiment and performed with a single and non-complex nutrient source are supportive for the findings of distinct bacterial communities on the surface of biochars with distinct properties. Our results again indicate much more active communities on the Wood biochar than on the **Miscanthus** biochar.

While the biochar itself probably exerts a selective influence on microbial attachment and colonisation, it must not be neglected that every colonisation reflects the materials' exposure history e.g. during quenching with water after pyrolysis as a further selective factor. As both biochars were stored under the same conditions, they either exert a very strong selective influence on their spontaneous colonisation or have been exposed to colonisation between pyrolytic production and packing. Either case is important for practitioners because biochars can act as vectors for the distribution of microorganisms (Kim et al. 2012).

The high abundance of microorganisms isolated suggests the presence of numerous cells on the surface of commercially available, non-activated biochar and that this material can by no means be regarded sterile. However, as respiration analysis revealed these organisms are hardly active on the biochar surface or merely persist as endospores. It also remains
undiscovered whether these spontaneous colonisers are of significance during biochar activation or are outcompeted upon incorporation into the soil matrix (Abiven et al. 2007). For further mechanistic insight studies must pin-point the identity and activity of microorganisms on the biochar surface and link both to the material's exposure history. Little is known also about distinct physico-chemical features of different pore size classes in biochars and their implications for microbial colonisation although there may be many. More important for the conception of optimal biochar activation and amendment to soil will be the investigation of soil-borne microorganisms and their role in biochar incorporation into the soil matrix. This question is of particular practical relevance as microbial colonisation exerts a great influence on soil aggregation which is changed in patterns by biochar amendment (Abiven et al. 2007; Ouyang et al. 2013).

**Conclusion**

Biochar physical properties influence microbial habitat quality by regulating water flow, nutrient exchange, and space accessible to colonising organisms. We showed that physical properties of biochar vary with feedstocks used for pyrolysis. Biochar derived from *Miscanthus* has a tendency towards larger pores and higher connectivities than Wood biochar. While Wood biochar is a rather homogeneous material, biochar derived from the grass *Miscanthus* displays a higher variability, probably due to low mechanical stability and subsequent breaking. But habitat features such as porosity, physical surface area, and pore size distribution can be influenced by colonising organisms, as access by fungal hyphae shows. This renders habitat quality as a dynamic feature, prone to constant change as colonisation takes place.

We also revealed bacterial presence on the biochar surface to be biochar-specific. Rapidly developing colonies were found to emerge from Wood biochar compared to *Miscanthus*
biochar. However, bacteria identity did not follow any biochar-specific pattern as all isolated
bacteria belong to the gram-positive bacteria with most representing the Bacillales order and
one sequence belonging to the Actinomycetales order.

For enhanced practical relevance of the subject further insight is needed into the activity
patterns of soil microorganisms on the biochar surface and the factors driving microbial
colonisation of biochars both during activation and after incorporation into the soil
environment. Especially further insight into (chemical) surface properties of biochars derived
from various feedstocks will be promising in order to design biochars with distinct physico-
chemical properties for specific purposes and applications.
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Figure captions

Figure 1.
Experimental setup for X-ray µ-CT scanning. Particles of Wood (W) and Miscanthus (M) biochar with (f) and without (n) fungal colonisation are scanned and recorded 2D projections are used for 3D reconstruction. n (particles per treatment) = 6; n (ROIs per treatment) = 30.

Figure 2.
Maximum likelihood phylogeny of bacterial strains isolated from the two biochars. L#: band excised from DGGE gel; type of biochar is given in parenthesis, Mn: native Miscanthus biochar, Wn: native Wood biochar.

Figure 3.
Respiration of Miscanthus and Wood biochars at 22°C and three treatments. Light grey: Basal respiration of air dried biochar; Grey: Basal respiration of wet biochar; Dark grey: substrate induced respiration. Letters indicate significant differences (p < 0.05.); error bars: standard error, n = 5 replicates with 3 particles each were incubated per type of biochar and respiration treatment.

Figure 4.
Exemplary X-ray µ-CT images of biochar. (A) CT scans as visual transects through the particles; Mn: Miscanthus non-colonised; Mf: Miscanthus fungi colonised; Wn: Wood non-colonised; Wf: Wood fungi colonised. Scale bar: 500 µm. (B) Cropped images of 128 x 128 voxels at a resolution of 5.67 µm per voxel. Grey scale and corresponding thresholded image. (C) 3D reconstructions of thresholded pore space of Wood (Wn) and Miscanthus biochar (Mf). (D) Individual connected pore selected from 3D reconstructions (C).
Figure 5. **Porosity of the two biochars per treatment.** W: Wood biochar, M: Miscanthus biochar, n: native biochar, f: fungi colonised biochar. Letters indicate significant differences (p < 0.05.); error bars: standard error, n = 30.

Figure 6. **Physical surface area (PSA) of the two biochars per treatment.** W: Wood biochar, M: Miscanthus biochar, n: native biochar, f: fungi colonised biochar. Letters indicate significant differences (p < 0.05.); error bars: standard error, n = 30.

Figure 7. **Connectivities of the two biochars per treatment.** Dark grey: Surface connectivity (SC); Grey: Volume connectivity (VC); Light grey: Directional connectivity (DirC). W: Wood biochar, M: Miscanthus biochar, n: native biochar, f: fungi colonised biochar. Letters indicate significant differences (p < 0.05.); error bars: standard error, n = 30.

Figure 8. **Observed and fitted gamma distribution of the pore size distribution (PSD) of the two biochars per treatment.** W: Wood biochar, M: Miscanthus biochar, n: native biochar, f: fungi colonised biochar.

Figure 9. **Exemplary scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images of the two biochars (non-colonised).** (A) Particle overview; scale bar: 500 µm. (B) Detailed image of the particle surface. Scale bar: 100 µm. (C) Transect through the particles. Scale bar: 100 µm.
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Supplementary Material

Figure S1. Fungal colonisation (*Agaricus bisporus*) on biochar particles. Mn: native Miscanthus biochar; Wn: native Wood biochar. Scale bars: Top: 100 µm; Bottom: 20 µm.
Figure S2. Scatter plot of pore size distribution (PSD) for the two biochars per treatment. Mn: Miscanthus non-colonised; Mf: Miscanthus fungi colonised; Wn: Wood non-colonised; Wf: Wood fungi colonised.

S3: DNA extraction and PCR/DGGE analysis

DNA from selected isolates was extracted by a bead-beating procedure in 2 ml reaction cups. After centrifugation and removal of liquid medium the cell pellet was resuspended in extraction buffer (100 mM Tris, 50 mM EDTA, 50 mM NaCl, 0.5 % SDS (w/v), 100 µg ml-1 Proteinase K, final concentrations) and incubated at 50°C for 10 min. Sterile glass beads were added (700 mg, 1 mm diameter; 400 mg, 0.1 mm diameter) and the cups were shaken in a mixer mill (MM200, Retsch, Germany) at 25 Hz for 30 s. Proteins were removed by ammonium acetate and DNA was precipitated by the addition of one volume of isopropanol. The DNA was washed with 70 % ethanol, air dried, dissolved in TE buffer and stored at 20°C. For fungal DNA extraction the mycelium was first air dried and disrupted by pestling in extraction buffer followed by the glass bead extraction as described above.

The 16S rRNA genes were amplified using universal bacterial primers Gm5F (with gc clamp) and 907r (Muyzer et al. 1995). A touchdown program was conducted with an initial denaturation at 95°C for 60 s, followed by 13 cycles of 30 s denaturation at 95°C, annealing for 25 s at 57°C with a decrement of 0.5°C per cycle and an extension at 72°C for 13 s.
Additional 20 cycles were applied with 20 s of denaturation, 25 s of annealing and 13 s of extension. A final extension of 30 min was done for all PCRs to eliminate artefactual double DGGE bands resulting from possible heteroduplexes (Janse et al. 2004). The reactions had a volume of 50 µl containing 5 µl of DreamTaq buffer, 1.25 U DreamTaq polymerase and 20 µg of BSA (Fermentas, Germany). The final concentrations were 0.5 µmol l-1 of each primer and 50 µmol l-1 of each nucleotide.

The PCR fragments were separated by denaturing gradient gel electrophoresis (DGGE) with a 50 to 70 % denaturing gradient (100 % denaturant contained 7 mol l-1 urea and 40 % (v/v) deionized formamide) at 60°C and 60 V for 16 h using a DGGE 2001 apparatus (CBS Scientific, USA). Selected bands of different gel positions were excised, reamplified by PCR and purified for later sequencing.

The fungal strains were selected by colony morphology. The 18S rRNA genes were PCR amplified using the NS1 and EF3 primers (Hoshino & Morimoto 2008). The PCR programme was conducted with an initial denaturation at 94°C for 120 s, followed by 25 cycles of 15 s denaturation at 94°C, annealing for 30 s at 47°C and an extension at 72°C for 120 s followed by a final extension of 8 min. The content of the PCR reactions were the same as for bacteria with the exception that the final MgCl2 concentration was 3 mM.
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